STAGE SPELEO SECOURS INTERNATIONAL 2016

AGREE PAR UIS ET FSE

Organisateur: Spéléo SecourS Français
Responsable de stage: Bernard TOURTE. 25 rue Louis de Broglie 31100 TOULOUSE, FRANCE
Tel : +33.5.34.60.95.63
Portable : +33.6.08.75.95.29. Email: btourte@wanadoo.fr

Dates: 2th October (18 h) – 9th October 2016 (14 h).
Place: East of France, Doubs.
Languages, translations: Spanish, English, French
Price: 8 days x 160 € = 1280 € (negotiable following procedure or number of cavers coming from the same country - Price including food, sleeping, training and collective gear).

Inscriptions: before the 10th September 2016.

CONTENTS OF THE COURSE:
- Technical’s practices in cave with stretcher (4-5 days)
- Technical information about mechanicals tests carried out by S.S.F.
- Information about specific techniques:
  - Diving stretcher (video).
  - Blasting works (theory and practice).
  - Preparation of a victim (theory and practice)
- Different systems of caving’s communications (theory and practice)
  - Phone
  - Radio
  - NICOLA (ground transmissions)
- Technical’s information’s about the French Cave Rescue Service, the direction, and how are organized the rescues in France.
- Participation at a rescue exercise (1 day).

TO ASK INSCRIPTION: dodelinchristian@gmail.com
I ask inscription form for the international course in Doubs in October 2016.

Name:…………………………. Surname……………………………………
Email:………………………………………………………………………………
Address:……………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
Country:………………………… / Phone:……………………………………
Mobile:……………………………………………………………………………..

OFFICIAL ACCORD of the Cave Rescue responsible in the country’s national federation:

Name:…………………………. Surname……………………………………
Signature: …………………………………………..